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To assist the local industries to market their featured products, Small and 
Medium Enterprise Administration, MOEA has been driving “OTOP authorization 
label for local featured products in Taiwan” project since 2011, selecting qualified 
brands and authorize them OTOP label, aim to promote featured local products, 
enhance the market competitiveness, and promote business development of 
local featured industries. By planning OTOP zone, the partners can increase brand 
awareness and profits; it also provides a good way for consumers and visitors to 
buy high-quality local products.

OTOP authorization label project: Aim to find out more high-quality brands, pro-
mote OTOP mechanism, provide products marketing channel, enhance overall 
OTOP brand benefits, increase the trust of consumers, and to estimate and autho-
rize new type of physical retailers internet retailers overseas. In addition, both 
qualified local and overseas partners will be invited to apply for authorization 
and conduct administration and examination procedures; furthermore, those 
that are authorized will be kept tracking to ensure the quality of OTOP authoriza-
tion label.

Assisting local feature products to be on market: Providing suggestions for mar-
keting by analyzing the characteristic of the products, invite representative 
brands to apply for OTOP authorization, and hold orientations for “OTOP authori-
zation label for local featured products in Taiwan.” Local shops with features and 
the representative brands will be invited to attend the orientation to share the 
business opportunities and exchange experiences with each other. In addition, it 
makes more opportunities for the retailers and featured products company to 
collaborate. For example, it helps more than 6,000 products to be sold and makes 
almost 360 million in sales result during 3 years after this project was launched. 

Enhancing the recognition of OTOP: Through holding joint promotional event of 
OTOP partners, improving the awareness and recognition of OTOP label and the 
members on TV and internet. Additionally, improving the quality and average 
sales per unit area to increase the sales results and the actual profits made. Final-
ly, providing advices and assistances for members to plan OTOP zone.



The second-to-none green hotel in Danshui - 
Asian Pacific Hotel
Designed by Japanese architect Hirosawa Eiichi, Asian Pacific Hotel is the first 
hotel that has indoor eco-walls in Taiwan. The hotel is filled with sunlight, fresh 
air and water, makes guests feel relaxed surrounded by natural eco-walls. It is 
undoubtedly the second-to-none choice in Danshui for people who like the atmo-
sphere of humanities and nature around the metropolitan areas.

Ｗhen cultural and creative industry blends into life - 
National Cultural and Creative Gift Center
National Cultural and Creative Gift Center, a nonprofit organization was estab-
lished in 1957, aim to promote the local handicraft industry, and has the biggest 
place to sell handicraft products and gifts in Taiwan. Currently there are around 
50,000 works including crystal, glass, calligraphy, bronze ware in the style of the 
ancients, Koji Pottery, jewelry, Chinese Cloisonné, traditional Chinese painting, 
lacquerware and so on, attracts an endless stream of both local and foreign cus-
tomers.

 

The heaven for kids - Magic Forest Souvenirs in 
Taipei Amusement Park
Taipei Children’s Amusement Park, began life as Taipei Children's 
Recreation Center, is located in Yuanshan. The entire site of the 
center was categorized as a national archeological site on April 
11, 2006. Development and management of the site were greatly 
impacted and limited because its location was bound by height 
restrictions, Cultural Heritage Preservation Act, and Water 
Resource Act.



Design hotel with impeccable service - 
City Resort Taichungl
The hotel is designed as a fashionable and modern space that blends with classi-
cal oriental style. When entering the guest rooms, boundless green vision will 
come into view. The ebony parquet floor with a gentle touch and comprehensive 
amenities provide guests who pursue perfection not only comport but also 
secureness. 

“Thank the tree while eating its fruit” - 
Calligraphy Greenway
Beginning with the concept of the beautiful serendipity among people, the land 
and the crops, and each of us should always be grateful while in busy and tight 
pace nowadays, therefore the store was named after the old Taiwanese idiom 

“Thank the tree while eating its fruit.” In addition to sell products, the store also 
aim to redefine and make consumers know more about the agricultural products 
that are not much noticed before.

Educating in entertainment - HSIN TUNG YANG - 
Guanxi Service Area、Taoyuan Fuxing stores、Linsen stores
Handmade products by skilled experts and always insisting on using the best 
ingredients are what made HSIN TUNG YANG’s products unique and popular, so 
they have got a reputation of “The Kingdom of Processed Meat.” HSIN TUNG YANG 
has also clearly established the marketing direction of specializing in meat pro-
cessing, food products - wholesale and food products - retail.



Heartwarming Services - Changhua Souvenir Center
All products in Changhua Souvenir Center have been kept close tabs on by the 
government and themselves during the making process, so consumers can 
always buy the souvenirs with Changhua local feature with best quality here.

Golden light shines over The 
Hometown of Rice - Chishang Farmers

“Golden Harvest” exhibition hall in Chishang Rice Mill includes artifacts area, 
experience zone, gift center, and also offers reserved tours, free of charge. In addi-
tion to rice milling and processing, the  mill is also the only one tourist mill provid-
ing rice education.

Enjoy your life and make it 
interesting - Cheer for in STAGE
Cheer For, the first fusion design store in 
Taiwan, aim to make life more interesting 
by promoting design products to more and 
more people. In addition to sale products 
with amazing design, they also often hold 
festival-related events to make our life 
more fun!



Historic-cultural village visit tour - Matsu ZGDD
“Zhenge Daidan (which means sleeping on spears, awaiting the dawn) Memorial 

Park, the landmark of Matsu, is as famous as “Wu Wang Zai Ju (which means 
don’t forget national humiliation in time of peace and security)” in Taiwu Moun-
tain, Kinsmen. It was originally an exhibition area to show the life of the soldiers 
and residents in Matsu and now used as an art exhibition space for artists at the 
suggestion of local artist CAO,KAI-ZHI. Visitors may gaze afar over Fu'ao Port on 
the observatory and enjoy the beautiful scenery of that the sea and the sky 
merged into one.


